
Hello Dear Neighbor,  
 
I am Lidia. Let me start my letter with a question. What do you understand by saying peace? The 
question What is peace? has numerous answers, and I’d like to share my viewpoint. We are now 
separated by hundreds of kilometers, religious beliefs, and controversial political views, but one 
thing is certain: the language of peace is the same throughout the world. Despite these 
differences, we have a major similarity: we’re all HUMANS. We’re humans who want to live 
our everyday lives free of anxiety and hostility.  It’s easy to be human, yet it’s difficult to 
demonstrate human will to resolve an international conflict like this.  
 
Let me tell you an interesting fact about Armenians. While making wishes during New Year, 
Armenian kids wish peace to the whole world. I’ve made such wishes myself. It’s interesting 
how peace is an unrealistic wish for them even though children are the greatest peacemakers.  
 
The Velvet Revolution changed a lot in us, in our mindset and worldview. After a tenacious 
two-month fight, our youth demonstrated whose hands the future of the country is in. Now this 
same youth is ready to bypass the fence of hatred and spread waves of peace.  
 
I know that the Armenian-Azerbaijani conflict will hardly be solved with one letter, but we can 
create a positive atmosphere for the further settlement of the situation.  
 
We can be the people who put an end to the propaganda machine of hatred and hostility. Political 
interests shouldn’t prevail over human relations. 
 
If we try to go back in a time machine by a few decades, we’ll see how our neighborly nations 
lived side by side. To this day, many remember their Azerbaijani friends. It all changed after the 
war.  
 
Only war divides reality into black and white colors. But we can be the people who will break 
this duality. We need to look at the situation not only through a prism just true to us, but to step 
out of the prism to look further, beyond the constraints of comfort. We can shape our path to 
peace because it is we who can change the world.  
 
Respectfully yours,  
 
Lidia  


